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Futurist Eschatology kept us waiting 
for Jesus to return to fix up the mess 
the world is in. In the meantime, 
while he hadn’t returned, we wanted 
to die to get out of this dreadful world 
so we could go to Heaven where 
everything is perfect. 



  

Preterist Eschatology showed us that 
most of the texts used to point to 
Revelation being the blueprint of the 
future had been fulfilled. This releas-
ed us to take on board the reality of 
‘Kingdom now’ and work with our 
King on his business to impact the 
world.



  

The Preterist view of End Times we 
looked at is called ‘Partial Preterist’.

There is also the ‘Full Preterist’ view. 

Check to next slide for a webpage to 
study on this view. 

(warning: it’s a technical article)



  

fullpreterism.com/what-is-full-preterism 

http://fullpreterism.com/what-is-full-preterism


  

Full Preterist is considered by main-
stream Christians to be outside their 
theology and church doctrine



  

REMINDER:

All the different views of Revelation 
we’ve looked at so far are based on 
an interpretation of scripture.

This means that without personal 
revelatory confirmation from our King 
what we believe may not be true.



  

Let’s now look at what Mike Parsons 
calls a ‘Happy Eschatology’.

This view adds the Kingdom to the 
Preterist’s eschatology.



  

This view fits in with my experience 
and my revelatory knowledge.



  

freedomarc.blog/2019/08/15/266-a-happy-eschatology 

https://freedomarc.blog/2019/08/15/266-a-happy-eschatology


  

freedomtrust.org.uk/downloads/RoAT Intensive/mp4/01

Resistance to Changing Eschatology

[35:30-52:17]

http://freedomtrust.org.uk/downloads/RoAT%20Intensive/mp4/01.%20RoAT%20Mike%20Session%2001.mp4


  

freedomtrust.org.uk/downloads/RoAT Intensive/mp4/01 [52:17-1:16:10]

http://freedomtrust.org.uk/downloads/RoAT%20Intensive/mp4/01.%20RoAT%20Mike%20Session%2001.mp4


  

We will then more fully understand the question: 
“What is Salvation”
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